
GIANT
GUMBALL
MACHINE

CONTACT US FOR A PRICE LIST:
 

MATLHIRE@OUTLOOK.COM 

Length: 1530mm
Width: 660mm
Height 3000mm

*Want to view items at our factory in
Dandenong? Just ask when emailing
for a price list!

MEASUREMENTS

Custom made colourful gumball
machine, perfect for your fun
event or stage show. 

The gumball machine has been
handmade with hand tight bolts,
and customized with wheels at
the base to make it convenient
for moving around throughout
your venue, and to make
transportation of the prop easier.
The handle spins when turned for
a fun effect! 
This giant gumball machine
would look amazing at your
event! And to make it even
easier... IT'S ON WHEELS! 

FOR HIRE



WONKA 
GATES 

Length: 2200mm
Width: 680mm
Height 2260mm

*Want to view items at our factory in
Dandenong? Just ask when emailing
for a price list!

MEASUREMENTS

The amazing Wonka
Gates would be perfect
for your stage show or
event. 

This handmade prop is
on wheels making it
accessible for transport
and moving around.
These gates are practical,
allowing for opening and
closing of the gates.

The gates come in 3
parts making it easier for
transportation.

FOR HIRE

CONTACT US FOR A PRICE LIST:
 

MATLHIRE@OUTLOOK.COM 



LOLLIES 
CART 

Length: 1700mm
Width: 700mm
Height 2000mm

*Want to view items at our factory in
Dandenong? Just ask when emailing
for a price list!

MEASUREMENTS

This large cart can we
used in a variety of ways
for any performance.
You can personalise the
top with any accessories
to create the look and
theme you are after. 

The handle on one side
is lifted to wheel cart on
and off stage with ease.
Perfect for an array of
different themes it will
add flair to any
performance!

FOR HIRE

CONTACT US FOR A PRICE LIST:
 

MATLHIRE@OUTLOOK.COM 



Length: 3500mm
Width: 600mm
Height 1670mm

*Want to view items at our factory in
Dandenong? Just ask when emailing
for a price list!

MEASUREMENTS

Huge boat prop that has wave features
on base. The boat is on wheels and can
be easily moved on and off stage placed
in any direction!

FOR HIRE

BOAT

CONTACT US FOR A PRICE LIST:
 

MATLHIRE@OUTLOOK.COM 



TV &
CAMERA

WONKAVISION TV
Length: 2100mm
Width: 1200mm
Height 2300mm

CAMERA
Length: 800mm
Width: 550mm
Height 1600mm

MEASUREMENTS

Wonka Vision TV:
Large TV prop that folds
flat and can be carried
on and off stage (needs
at least two people to
move). Back piece is on
an angle so maximum
two adults or 3-4 small
children can fit. 

Camera:
This white camera is on
wheels and can be easily
used as a feature prop or
as part of a dance
routine. Handle featured
on back of camera.

FOR HIRE

CONTACT US FOR A PRICE LIST:
 

MATLHIRE@OUTLOOK.COM 



EGGDICATOR 
Length: 2100mm
Width: 900mm
Height 2500mm

*Want to view items at our factory in
Dandenong? Just ask when emailing
for a price list!

MEASUREMENTS

FOR HIRE

CONTACT US FOR A PRICE LIST:
 

MATLHIRE@OUTLOOK.COM 

This amazing prop has a
back handle to manually
move the lever from
"good" to "bad"
throughout your
performances. The seat
can lay back to safely exit
a dancer into the gap
creating the look that
they disappear into the
Eggdicator pit. It is
recommended that two
people hold each handle
to safely recline the
person seated. 
The set comes apart for
easy set up/pack up.



GLASS
ELEVATOR 

Length: 1060mm
Width: 600mm
Height 2040mm

*Want to view items at our factory in
Dandenong? Just ask when emailing
for a price list!

MEASUREMENTS

This glass elevator prop
is on wheels and easily
moved around on stage
as required. 
Entry onto the set can be
done from either side.
Suitable for up to 2
people max. Front of
elevator is made of hard
plastic (not actual glass). 

FOR HIRE

CONTACT US FOR A PRICE LIST:
 

MATLHIRE@OUTLOOK.COM 



Hire prices DO NOT include transport. If you would like transport
quotes please request by email and include your location/dates of
hire. Hire confirmation is only final once deposit has been made.
Full contract information will be provided upon request to hire. 

Individual Hire Prices:

Gumball Machine: $300
Gates: $420
Cart: $264
TV: $180
Camera: $96
Boat: $300
Eggdicator: $324
Elevator: $180

Full set hire (including all 8 sets): $1700
*this is a discounted rate only for full set. 

PRICE LIST

CONTACT US:

MATLHIRE@OUTLOOK.COM 


